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The Lord comes to us in various ways

This issue collects the witnesses received from
our religious provinces regarding the activities

undertaken by all our communities
in the course of this pandemic Covid-19.

After the example of saint Gerosa during the cholera of 1836
and according to Bartolomea’s invitation who proposes to

the Institute not only charity towards our neighbour,
especially if in need, but also the contemplative dimension,

all the members of our religious family,
with greater awareness and in a creative manner, 

are experiencing isolation and solidarity,
with openness towards the neighbour 

and reflection on the sense of life, intercessory prayer
and operative charity.

************************************

In this moment of great suffering

for the whole world, where so many people have not

been able to overcome the disease, there are also 

67 of our sisters who bade farewell to us

without our fraternal closeness, 

without being accompanied to their burial. 

We entrust them to God’s infinite love

and we ask them to intercede the Lord’s mercy

and blessing for the world, the Church, the Institute

and for each one of us.
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MILAN, GENERALATE: ISOLATED IN COMMUNITY

How is it possible to live isolated in a community? We were born and brought up con-

vinced that «no man is an island» while this invisible enemy called coronavirus has upset

our personal and community life. It provoked a struggle against our habits but also

offered us the opportunity to transform this emergency into solidarity.

The community has been very faithful in complying with the regulations sanctioned by

health ministry, the government and the family doctor. Some of these regulations have touched

us deeply: keeping the necessary distance between us, avoiding contacts, assemblies, meetings

including prayer sessions. Some sisters followed the Pope’s Mass at «St Marta», others those

broadcasted by the diocese via radio, television or live streaming. Instead of the singing and the

playing of the organ we used to hear the stressful ambulance sirens. For the refectory service, we

organized three shifts to respect distances: two sisters at each table. After each meal the tables

were disinfected and the odour of the disinfectants often mixed with smell of the food.

In our community three sisters were hospitalized for intensive care, the others were looked

after at home with much attention and dedication by the sister nurses. In the silence of the cor-

ridors, one could hear only the noise of the food trolleys arriving on time to serve breakfast, snacks,

lunch and supper. The personnel was absent and the sisters did all the services: tidying, cleaning,

scullery, laundry and attending to the door with great generosity. A rather funny thing was having

to go around with a mask even at home but we understand that it is a precaution.

It is an experience without precedents, a particular and inconceivable Lent, but the Lord is

great and he did not fail to make us feel his Word and his Presence. We assumed the evangelical

icon of the calming of the storm that pope Francis suggested to contemplate in this troubled

period: Let us invite Jesus in the boats of our lives. With him, onboard there will be no shipwreck.

Because this is God’s strength: turning to good all that happens to us, even the bad things. Then

turning to the icon of the Virgin Salus Populi Romani, the Pope invited us to entrust ourselves to

her so that as in Cana of Galilee, joy and celebration may return after this period of trial.

INITIATIVES?

Initiatives?

It’s nothing to do with programmes.

Allow us to say what we intend to do and trust us.

Disconcerted doing nothing to take care of oneself against the threat of the ‘invisible’.

Life and death challenge each other in the battle, as in the night of Gethsemane.

This painful news amazes... It touches our core.

Where are we? Who are we?

Initiatives?

Allow us to do, bring, accompany, tire ourselves...

And charity silently moves forward, hidden, fraternal, tender and timid... (like Gerosa)

Embraces in silence, in prayer, in a concrete gesture

from Argentina
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brother, child, elder... who is at risk.

Word, Eucharist, new communion, purified.

New Easter.

Structures, formalisms, organizations that weigh down love.

We need to go out, to leave the securities.

Initiatives?

Indeed «let your self be renewed», unlock your heart,

look deeply in every neighbour, recognise that we are equal,

share life to support each other and do not support soulless bricks.

Jesus is the only security. Brothers and sisters await us.

«The charity of Christ pushes us»... In this Easter, let us not let this ‘opportunity’,

this invitation, pass unheeded.

BUENOS AIRES: IN QUARANTINE

At the beginning of Lent we used to talk about a strange disease, Covid-19, that was

surfacing in the far away China and spreading very fast; soon after it started to spread in

Europe and in a week the first case was listed in Argentina.

The civil, health and religious authorities recommend to the population to take on measures

of prevention ever more severe: social - preventive and obligatory - quarantine was imposed,

the religious celebrations with the participation of the parishioners, including those of the Holy

Week were blocked-up. In this way we entered into the virtual era of liturgy; functions from dif-

ferent parts of Argentina and the world nourish our spiritual life. We have not been deprived of

sacramental communion, because the broken and distributed bread completed our celebrations.

We have been in quarantine since 20 March and still today we do not know when and how

we will get out from this situation. We know that in taking care of ourselves we take care of others.

We are fine and we never missed anything. The three sisters who can go out, with much attention

and precaution, provide to all our needs.

The big question is: what is God saying to the world, here and today? Let us pay attention

to the passing of the Lord in our life, while we do our best to offer solidarity towards the needs

of others, knowing that the Risen Lord walks along our streets. 

DHAKA: SOLIDARITY

In Bangladesh the archdiocese of Dhaka has initiated «Corona Charity Fund» for the poor

family; our Congregation offered its financial contribution. In «Capitanio Convent» in Dhaka

everyday people (Hindu, Muslim, Christians) come to our gate asking for help and we give

them what we can. The other communities located in different districts, live in the midst of the

poor and help them with material and financial support.

from Bangladesh
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The community of «Holy Angels’ Convent», Surshonipara, cooperated with the Govern-

ment’s team in distributing essential goods for daily living (rice, dal, oil, dry food) which they dis-

tributed among 42 Christian tribal families.

All the communities have decided to spend time in adoration and to pray the Divine Mercy

Chaplet every day; at a personal level, the sisters did also some mortifications. Some commu-

nities had the opportunity of having the Eucharist every day and they prayed for the whole world.

SAN PAOLO: CHARITY BREAKS BORDERS

AND EMBRACES DISTANCE

In the great city of San Paolo, currently the epicentre of the epidemic Covid-19, we are con-

tinually shocked by the growing number of deaths due to coronavirus and the consequences

of poverty and vulnerability of people living on the street, without being able to guarantee

them sufficient protection or care on our part. However, we thought about how to help these

people, even if not alone. And we implemented it, through the planning and collaboration of the

educating community, collecting foodstuffs, cloths, shoes, basic kits, things for personal hygiene

and for cleaning the house.

Another concrete gesture was done by the parents, during Drive Thru, who provided school

supplies for the poorest students. The donations received were sent to the parish «San Michele

Arcangelo», and managed by Fr Julio Lancellotti, coordinator of the pastoral care of the poor on

the street; others were delivered to the «Arsenale della Speranza» and to the «Missione Belem»,

centres where migrants and immigrants are welcomed.

The community, always in collaboration with the parish, to provide every day for an average

of 800/900 people who come to ask for help, can count on the presence of lay volunteers, reli-

gious men and women, health workers... all equally involved only in one cause: love of neighbour. 

Seeing and feeling compassion for brothers and sisters in difficulty, one feels committed

to welcome them, to take care of them responsibly, making the ‘virus’ of solidarity grow. «Maybe

it will take time to defeat Covid-19, but it seems that in less time we will face the ‘virus’ of self-

ishness, exclusiveness and individualism. There are many people showing solidarity», says

Fr Julio Lancellotti. May St Vincenza, with the example of her courage in the midst of cholera,

help us to «do everything possible» to help those who suffer, according to the will of God who

loves and does not abandon his children.

from Brazil

BETIM: CREATIVITY IN THE SERVICE OF CHARITY

We felt lost in the face of sudden

changes that obligated us to reflect

on our way we live the service of

charity, intensify our prayer for the health of

the world and recognise ourselves powerless

in front of an evil that spreads everywhere and

infects everyone without exception.

Initially, we were wondering how to get

close to the affected people; prayer, com-

munion and solidarity were the first response.



Then the information, guidelines for preven-

tion and testimony of some people helped us

to understand the seriousness of the situa-

tion. Sewing masks were the first immediate

concrete gesture of solidarity.

In our religious community, the Euchar-

istic celebration every Tuesday is usually par-

ticipated by the local Christian community but

with the Covid-19 pandemic, it was no longer

possible. Thereafter, with the closure of the

churches and the suspension of the Lenten

celebrations, we offered our chapel for the

Eucharistic celebration transmitted via social.

This demanded from us, as well as from the

parish priest a change of mentality because

we are not prepared for remote Evangelisa-

tion, without human warmth of our brothers.

The challenge was accepted in faith

and availability. Each sister responsible for the

liturgy prepared herself to share the reflec-

tion on the Gospel.

During Lent we suggested Adoration of

the Blessed Sacrament and the Way of the

Cross; after Easter, every Thursday we reach

the families in their homes online, one sister

is available to listen for psychological support

to people in problems due to isolation, unem-

ployment, fear of contagion and insecurity of

the future.

The present moment asks us for cre-

ativity in our service of charity; today’s cries

and the action of the Holy Spirit challenges

and urges us to respond in different ways.

We are deeply united to each sister of

the Institute and we suffer with the part of

Italy that has been highly hit. May the daily

prayer to the Risen and the intercession of

saint Vincenza keep us firm in faith and hope. 
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CALCUTTA: AN ELOQUENT SILENCE

The constant rumbling of the traffic on the streets, the frantic movement of the people, the

pulsating rallies of the political parties, the blaring loud speakers... and all of a sudden

prohibitions, fear of the impending, silence.

In the second week of the lockdown, the province of Calcutta did the spiritual exercises, a

spiritual wake up and afterwards many sisters took up prolife activities. Wearing masks and gloves,

they offered themselves at the service of charity; they packed up rice, cereals and veggies and,

with a special permission, they travelled short distance to reach the beneficiaries. Other basic

necessities were distributed at the gates of our Institution, observing social distances.

Hospital communities, at the request of the government authorities, furnished medical

apartments to receive corona stricken patients; others started new activities: learning local lan-

guage, practicing music, art and cuisine. Only few communities had the privilege of daily Mass,

the others participated on television screens; every day the communities gathered for an hour of

intercessory prayers.

A few sisters, visiting their family or who were out for medical needs, are still away from

their communities; faith sustained the sisters who could not go home for the funerals of their dear

ones.The Lord is creating something new, «He will renew you in his love» (Zeph 3:17).

from Calcutta



CALICUT: ALL GOES WELL

To prevent Covid-19, we cooperated with the rules and regulations of the government. Our

Institution «St Vincent’s Home» followed the lockdown rules and has closed the gate.

Everybody was provided with a mask, sanitizers and liquid hand wash. Safety measures

were given by the nurse and the social workers. We always kept the distance and we never

gathered for prayer. On the International Health Day, on 7 March, we have pleasantly recalled to our

minds these regulations, through representations, dance forms and skits carried out by the pupils.

We have also prepared masks for the members of the team of coronavirus supervisors, for

the personnel of the community kitchen and 25 kits containing ingredients for the group «Rapid

Recourse». By God’s grace, we have been saved from this plague, and no one got any sickness

during this period, except a girl who dashed against the blackboard hurting her eye and another

child of 40 days, abandoned, and brought to our Institution.

We have all dedicated ourselves to cleaning and tidying with a sense of responsibility and

collaboration while the students were fully occupied in cultivating the vegetable garden, and

improving their skill in arts.

KONGORPILLY: WITH LOVE AND CONFIDENCE

We sisters of the community of «Nir-

mala Bhavan», hopeful in God’s

providence reached out the poor

in our surroundings giving them fruits and

vegetables, cultivated in our compound. The

useful materials, received from the parish-

ioners and the Spiritual Fraternity group were

given to the needy persons of this locality. We

also experience providential love from our

neighbours and we continue to share what

we have and what we receive. At present, the

community is engaged in the preparation of

masks for the police and the health depart-

ments.
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MALAPARAMBA: WITH THOSE WHO ARE IN NEED

The pandemic Covid-19 alarmed the

whole world, but it also helped us to

discover that only the Almighty and

merciful Lord can save us.

Through our Eucharistic adoration and

fasting, we invoked him to turn his merciful

eyes upon us. The news from Italy added to

our sorrow and hence we intensified our

prayers with trust.

We joined the parish in helping out to

meet the urgent needs; we have prepared hand

sanitizer and masks for the «medical college».

In our Country the lockdown was obligatory

from 22 March and we all had to stay at home;

therefore, we committed ourselves in prepar-

ing masks.

Young and old sisters of Sellere com-

munity along with the provincial team, worked

in unison, while prayers were on our lips.

As soon as we completed a series, new

orders used to arrive and we continued to of-

fer our contribution with a generous heart.

from Calicut
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KUNHIMANGALAM: WE TRUST IN THE LORD AT ALL TIMES

The crisis sparked by the spread of the

coronavirus and the announcement

of the lockdown by the government,

caused in our area spiralling unemployment

because many are daily wagers.

To respond to the needs, our commu-

nity «St Michael’s Convent» joined the parish

and along with the different associations, we

have taken the initiative to collect financial sup-

port to prepare food kits which we have dis-

tributed to 140 families. We have provided 150

kg of rice with our lent fasting and abstinence.

In contacting the families we gathered

also details of their economic needs and their

need for social assistance, so as to inform the

government to obtain financial support and

social assistance.

MADAKAMPOIL: TO GIVE A HELPING HAND

As the World fights against coronavirus, we sisters of the community of «San Jose», wished

to give our contribution for the betterment of society; therefore, we helped financially 5

families responding to the request of Fr Joy Painadath, our Forane Vicar, addressed specifi-

cally to the religious communities of Pilathra. We have also extended a helping hand stitching

masks for the CRPF camp (Central Reserve Police Force). Above all, we do our best to support

all our brothers and sisters with our prayer and sacrifices.

MALAPPURAM: OUR INITIATIVES

During this period of lockdown owing to Covid-19, we the sisters of «St Gemma’s Convent»

volunteered to prepare 5000 face masks for the Policemen of Malabar who were on duty

the whole day. Complying with the request of the Municipality, we prepared 1200 face

masks with the material they provided.

With Rs. 2500 we prepared grocery items and gave them to some needy persons; besides,

we have distributed Rs. 5000 to some unfortunate brethren of our locality and 80 kg of rice to 16

families. Collaborating with our parish, we contributed a sum of Rs. 10,000 to back up a few low-

income families.

PALUVALLY: SMALL GIFTS

In this tragic situation we, sisters of the community of «Deepthi Bhavan» examined the way

to reach out to the suffering brothers. Since we had the Eucharistic celebration daily in our

chapel, we prayed for the world and invoked God’s mighty protection upon all the persons

directly involved in eradicating this tragedy from the world.

We noticed that many people live in utter poverty due to the lockdown, so we selected  15

most needy families and gave them a food kit. We saw tears in their eyes when they received our

small gift with gratitude and great relief. We have also prepared some ‘pickle’ and prepared

masks with the material we had at home for the persons who help in the community kitchen.



ETHIOPIA: PREVENTION EFFORT

As the news of coronavirus was spreading in Ethiopia, the people used to say: «It will not

affect us, it will not come to Modjo», but now there are restrictions ordained by the govern-

ment as the virus is entering slowly into the Country and spreading in different places.

Here the lockdown causes a real struggle as many people find it difficult to make ends meet

so they move around as usual without any preventive measures and any concern regarding the

spread of the disease. As we work in the clinic, we felt the need of educating the people who

come for medical care and their relatives about the importance of using protective measures to

prevent the spread of the infection.

There are no effective test kits and so it is difficult to know who has contracted the disease.

Even in our clinic, we do not have proper preventive measures to protect the clinic staff. In this

situation we started reaching out to people and giving them whatever we could; we have dis-

tributed masks, sanitizers and giving inputs on health education. Sr. Pauline Joseph, our coordinator,

supports us in carrying out these activities.
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POLLETHAI: A DROP IN THE OCEAN

When the world seemed to have

come to a halt, instead of succumb-

ing helplessly to reality, we read in

this situation an invitation to turn it into an

opportunity. Owing to nation-wide lockdown,

it was impossible to get out, so we had to find

other ways to give heed to the stirrings of the

Spirit and to offer the little we could.

We contacted the Social Service Unit of

the diocese to find out if we could in any way

share in their initiatives.

The diocese readily accepted our avail-

ability and they asked us to prepare masks,

especially for the police, health workers and

volunteers to be distributed free of cost.

All of us, sisters of the community «Holy

Family Convent», including the sisters of the

recently opened off-shoot «Bartolomea Bha-

van», have prepared 10,000 masks.

In the last two weeks we dedicated our

days and, at times, even nights to this task

and prayer.

POZHIYUR: CUSHIONING THE QUARANTINE

The lockdown in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic has mainly affected the lives of many

vulnerable people: the mass of fishermen, who due to the restrictions cannot go fishing

nor vending. Since they do not have a saving custom, they found themselves caught up

in utter poverty.

To cushion the impact of this crisis the parish community set out some initiatives, to which

we too, sisters of the community «St Matthew’s Convent» have collaborated: we received the

mandate to prepare 1500 bags with food materials and hygienic items to distribute to the poor of

the coastal area who have lost their job, without any distinction of religion. 

Various rich families have sponsored this initiative. In particular, thanks to the contribution

of a wealthy parishioner, it was possible to give 500 rupees to each poor family of our parish. We

have also prepared and distributed some masks to support the initiative of the Panchayat and

with the money saved from our fasting, we have helped some poor families in our surroundings.

Together with these commitments, we have planned daily adoration to pray for the whole world.
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Also the sisters of the community of Fullasa, along with the candidates assumed the duty

to prepare masks for the personnel of the clinic, for the policemen and drivers of this area

because they are not available in the shops.

SALINAS: OPERATIVE CHARITY

How can one live today’s pandemic

with the eyes of faith and sentiments

of hope? It is possible only if we walk

together in active charity.

We too, in the diocese of Monterey-

California, while adhering to the restrictions

requested, are committed to reaching out, by

telephone or via internet to many lonely peo-

ple and families that struggle to earn a living.

In collaboration with groups «Food Bank», we

refer the people to designated places weekly

to receive food supplies and what is required

for hygiene. The distribution takes place even

in the parking lots of the three parishes in

which we offer our service; the people do not

even get out of their cars, the soldiers and

volunteers, including many of our catechists,

put the packages directly in the boot of the

motor vehicles. The «Salvation Army», also

helps those in need, without distinction of

class, race, culture or age. Others make an

effort to reach those forced to remain at home

or not able to go out.

In the media, television, internet sector,

there is a continuous information service and

advertisement for fundraising destined to vari-

ous charitable organisations.

Operative charity is uniting many groups

even at ecclesial level; following the work-

ing guidelines of our bishop Daniel Garcia, we

managed to form an online network, through

which the parishioners can live-stream the

Celebrations, especially the Sunday and daily

Holy Mass. We also help the parish priests in

the preparation and online transmission of

moments of prayer, Eucharistic adoration and

reflection.

As a community, united to the Church

and the entire Institute, through the interces-

sion of Maria Bambina, our Saints, our sisters

who already enjoy the glory of God, we implore

divine Mercy and the end of the infection.

May active Charity strengthen us in trusting

the Giver of life and «believing in the inner

goodness of man» in the beauty of the true

human relationship and solidarity.

from California

DHARWAD: A NEW CHALLENGE

When coronavirus epidemic broke out in China and then in Italy, we started praying

intensely, invoking God’s mercy. But when it broke out in our Country, in our neigh-

bourhood, there was a lot of fear. Then we remembered the example and the words

of St Vincenza «The Lord comes to visit us in the form of the cholera patients. If any of you feel

inclined to assist them, come...».

from Dharwad



MUMBAI: IN DIFFICULT TIMES

In these days of lockdown, we had the golden opportunity to spend some days in intimacy

with the Lord (spiritual exercises online) during which in prayer and with a glance upon the

epidemic which has engulfed the whole world we have experienced his love for each one of

us. In India the state of Maharashtra is badly hit; we thought about some of the hotspots in

Mumbai, particularly Dharavi, where there is the biggest agglomeration of slums in India: Thane,

Worli Koliwada and Janata Colony, areas in the vicinity of our community of «Yuvathi Sharan».

We have done a deep spiritual experience: God became a source of serenity when strug-

gles and difficulties threatened to overwhelm us; he assured us of his unconditional love when

we doubted about ourselves, about the value of life and he brought us closer to one another in

fraternal love and service.We were distressed in front of the pain due to Covid-19 and lost in our

weaknesses but God has given us the grace to overcome selfishness and to take care of one

another especially the poor and the needy with the certainty that he is always with us.
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These words challenged us and moved us to look for ways and means to reach out to the

people in the best way possible as well as with our prayer.

The community of «Shanti Sadan» has taken the initiative to provide a daily meal for the

children and some families living along the streets. Many communities have given rice, dhal,

sugar, oil and other ingredients to the surrounding families; others have identified daily wage

earners, such as auto drivers (43), and gave them food grains worth Rs. 2000 per family or cash.

The two hospital communities in rural areas kept the hospital open 24 x 7. Upon the govern-

ment’s request, one community kept a ward with some beds, as an isolation ward for eventual

emergencies to Covid-19 patients in quarantine. Even though all the private hospitals were closed

for some time, the staff and the sisters remained on duty to meet the health needs of the patients. 

Ration Kit and hygiene items were distributed to the most needy in different villages and

some parishioners. The Self-Help Groups have instructed people about the need for prevention,

protection and care regarding prevention of Covid-19.

Masks stitched by the sisters in different communities were distributed to hospital workers

and patients, to the Police department and government offices to distribute to people in need;

they have also given tonic bottles to the police who were on duty day and night. Ambulance

service was given to accompany the nursing students home. Two sisters with a few parishioners

visited a faraway village where many Catholic migrants were blocked due to lockdown. They

listened to them to understand their needs and provide food and medicines for them.

All the communities prayed for the patients of Covid-19 and for those who were suffering

in India, Italy and in the world, offering moments of adoration, Masses, rosaries. On Holy Thursday,

the parish priest, with the sisters of the Goa community, took the monstrance with the Holy

Eucharist and the image of saint Francis Xavier to every house of the Catholic and blessed them.
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CESANO BOSCONE (MI): AN OASIS IN THE DESERT

The general feeling of sadness and fear

that characterized these first weeks of

Lent was also widespread among the

various units of the «istituto Sacra Famiglia».

Together with our inmates we found ourselves

in a desert island: no relatives, no volunteers

who generously offer their time to accompany

them for a walk through the avenues or to the

restaurant. It was not possible to organize the

usual carnival parade, which is a moment of

joy, due to the prescriptions already under

way to keep the infection at bay. The inmates,

together with the educators, the friars and the

sisters, had started preparing the Easter recital

but everything was blocked. The catechesis,

which during the strong liturgical periods is

held in the theatre hall of the Foundation, and

the Sunday Mass were suppressed; for the

inmates, the Mass is an important moment

because they feel free to express their love for

Jesus through their gestures. In all the wards,

the educators, with the sisters, provided daily

video-calls with some activities including

prayer sessions so that the inmates may feel

less abandoned to themselves.

Very meaningful was the participation in

the Sunday Mass, broadcasted on television,

with the possibility of receiving Holy Commu-

nion; it was held in one of the wards.

The inmates responded to the cele-

brant’s solicitations online as they usually do

in the church of the Institution: for example

when the celebrant raised the particle, one of

the inmates with a clear and loud voice pro-

claimed the acclamation: «It is the Lord Jesus»

and all together repeated it. It was a very mov-

ing moment. These are the little ones and the

poor so dear to the heart of Jesus. Even in

these moments of instability, the fantasy of

charity is not lacking.

LODI: PROFOUND SOLIDARITY IN TIMES OF TRAIL

On 21 February we received worrying news: the epidemic caused by coronavirus is at the

gates of the city. In our institution «Istituto Santa Savina» safety measures were immediately

put underway to protect the wellbeing of the elderly inmates and of the health workers

within the structure. Our inmates experience solitude and fear with great affliction. Our presence

and closeness is for them a reason for comfort and hope. With them we revive our faith through

the incessant Lenten call, illuminated by the confident expectation of Easter. Some of our sisters

who regularly visit elderly people in houses, now that they are not able to go, get in touch with

them through telephone calls, encouraging them with words of trust and optimism.

We all feel supported by the prayers of our bishop and priests who contact us through the

means of communication. They invited us to acknowledge that everything can be beneficial, if

through conversion and in moments of trial we manage to return to God, to ourselves and our

brothers. In this emergency, in sharing hardships and fears, we intensify our prayer to renew our

commitment ‘to remain within’ the difficulties, calm and humble, without bitterness or preten-

sions. 

from Italy
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MILANO: THE SISTERS OF CHARITY WITHIN THE ‘RED-ZONE’

In our community, at «Ospedale Maggiore» Policlinico of Milan, we are living directly the fragility

of the present moment. Daily closeness to those who suffer is forbidden by severe measures

to restrain the spreading of the virus, but we share in the care that the nursing personnel has

towards each person arriving here due to the infection, without neglecting the ordinary activities

in front of the urgencies, the surgical interventions, the clinic tests, etc.

We are rather isolated. In these days, the zone surrounding our house is deserted; usually,

it is populated by nurses coming for training courses and by youth going to the library or the

University Scientific Centre. The church «S. Giuseppe», where we usually used to go for Mass is

open just for personal prayer. Even the poor who ‘inhabit’ the hospital have disappeared!

We coordinate the «spiritual care» service along with the chaplains, which is part of the «clinical

care» towards every patient: now the Spirit is demanding us to accompany and to console. Care is

offered through prayer and closeness, via WhatsApp, especially with the head nurse of the wards

where we used to go every day. While awaiting that everything turns to normal life, we keep alive

our prayer and love that becomes operative charity towards the sick, the assisting personnel, the

students rotating around, wishing to be a ‘small sign’ that humanises and leads to the Lord Jesus.

MONZA (MB): FREE US FROM EVIL, LORD

Memorable literary pages describe what today we too are experiencing. It would be enough

to re-read the chapters of the «Promessi Sposi» (The Betrothed) in which Manzoni talks

about the plague. There are also pages in the history of our Congregation which, if we re-

read them, help us to understand the dreadful spreading of cholera in Lovere, many years ago, in

1836 and what Caterina Gerosa recommended the sisters: At this moment, the Lord comes to visit

us in the form of the cholera-stricken. If anyone of you feels up to it, she may go and help. But I do

not put anyone under obligation to do so. To be more free she sent the boarders home and sus-

pended the classes for the day-school pupils. During the epidemic, she stated that our ‘convent’

would be the hospital, the homes of the infected patients or the other places where people needed

our help. These lines radiate a great charity capable of giving our life for the good of others.

For us today the best way to eradicate the coronavirus is to stay inside, to reach out our

students through imparting distance classes; it is rather strange not seeing the pupils in the class-

rooms, not hearing their voice, without having to moderate their liveliness and their explosion of life.

When we were convinced that everything was under our control, we have experienced and

we are still experiencing the vulnerability that marks our life. Deliver us from evil, Lord. How

beautiful it would be if we could live this emergency as an opportunity to understand better our

humanity and adopt prudent and responsible behaviour!

We have never been so much in need to become ‘social’, as in this moment. However, it is

not enough just to be ‘social’ behind a screen; today we are called to build up collective actions

of mutual protection, to feel that the other belongs to me and to start again weaving bonds. What

we are living is a real apocalypse, not in the sense of a catastrophe, but of a ‘revelation’ of how the

world and the history of man is going on. Free us from evil, Lord. We are called to discern in the

various events of ‘signs’ that, all of a sudden overthrow upon us, upon our heart, the perennial

questions: who is man, what is nature, sometimes so beautiful and sometimes so cruel, what is life,

what is death... Free us from evil, Lord. After having followed the paths of science, one would per-

ceive that the territory of the mystery demands humility in order to be explored. And, if by chance

we have forgotten our fragility, now it is the right opportunity to reclaim it. Free us from evil, Lord.
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MONZA (MB): THE GREAT AND EXTREME NEED

Iwas deeply involved by the invitation that

the provincial superior addressed to all

the communities to ‘lend a helping hand’

to those in need at this time of emergency.

During this prolonged quarantine period there

is an experience of good that I do not want to

overlook: the readiness of many sisters to go

where the need is great and urgent. When I

saw the list of the sisters available, I thought

that we have a vocation to serve in our DNA.

In this emergency, the most beautiful part

of the reality of the Institute in Italy comes to

light. Due to the generous response there was

a possibility to give relief to the sisters already

engaged in the assistance in our residences for

the praying and offering sisters. There are no

geographical distances that cannot be linked

by the service of charity; the North, the Center

and the South intertwined and responded,

only with the desire to be useful, regardless of

skills and requirements. Then the unexpected

happens: the Covid-19 does not spare them

either. And so there is also the worry inside

the emergency: healthy people get sick and

are hospitalized; others heal but need recovery.

I am reminded of the image evoked by

pope Francis in an interview: I clearly see that

what the Church needs most today is the ability

to heal wounds and warm the hearts of the

faithful, to be close, be near. I see the Church

as a field hospital after a battle. [...] I think that

our Institute in Italy today is like a field hospi-

tal: it is living a crude experience, of illness, of

death, but also of serene closeness to those

who suffer, to those who, after a life spent for

the Lord, entrust themselves to his merciful

goodness and to the caress of a sister.

It would be nice to write the history of

this long period of quarantine through the pen

of the many sisters who are rendering their

service, of those who have passed the coro-

navirus test and returned to breathe deeply,

of those who accompany the journey of the

Institute with incessant prayer: it is a story of

being close. A family invocation sustains us:

St Vincenza, accompany us in these difficult

moments, you, the most obedient one whom

God has exalted.

REGGIO CALABRIA: «SOS CHARITY»

Arghillà, on the northern outskirts of Reggio Calabria, is an ‘affronted’ neighbourhood,

deprived even from the hope of changing, but in the heart of the people dwells the certainty

that their children will have a better future. The northern part of Arghillà is an extensive

conglomeration of public housing inhabited by families coming from Reggio Calabria and foreigners

from various nations. The Southern part of the city is an urban area composed by residential villas

managed by cooperatives, built in the 1980s where there are about 4000 inhabitants coming from

Reggio and the neighbouring towns. On the whole the people are honest, good, hard working

and they belong to the medium-low social class. These two realities form the parish of Arghillà:

they are bordering areas, but clearly distinguished by the urban project which ordained the division

of the town into two parts: southern Arghillà and northern Arghillà but this generated a harmful

social mix which does not help to guarantee aggregation and sharing of the community life.

The situation of this periphery is very complex due to the emergency of the fragile social

fabric: young people face high risk of deviance, limited possibilities to make life-projects, diffused

illiteracy among them, noteworthy crime level, 62.7%, unemployment and early school leaving,

however, the presence of human qualities which are waiting to be awakened and enhanced

colours this grey reality. Starting right from the human capital of children, youth and families who,

although live in difficult situations, hope and believe in a possibility of redemption, betting on
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‘Beauty’ and its dreams. Therefore, Caritas, the counselling centre, the parish, the neighbourhood

committee and the social counter, in synergy, have activated planning processes.

Even in this emergency period, ‘pending time’, the time in which we live, we joined the

group of «Charity Centre» together with the scouts and some families to establish an «EsserCI»

that is to be present, close to the neediest. Thus, an «SOS Charity» started and it was a true

competition of availability and commitment where those who give receive, those who welcome

are welcomed, those who are welcomed welcome; in this way the Eucharistic fasting was less

hard to accept. The Eucharist of Charity becomes life for everyone.

VENEZIA: THE WIDOW’S OFFERING

The health emergency, which has paralyzed the whole world, is an opportunity to revive

fraternal love between men and women and strengthen solidarity. Many ‘persons’ have

made substantial donations to hospitals, but we all know that the ultimate value of the

offering lies not in ‘much’ but in ‘everything’.

The Tgcom 24, (news channel), on Monday, 16 March, had the interview with Sr. F. Busnelli,

who renders her service at «Female Criminal Institutes» of Venice: Prisoners donate 110 euros in

a day to the hospital. Our sisters rightly state that it is a symbolic sum, but for some even one

euro can mean a lot and these girls have given everything they had, especially in these days when

all the co-operative activities that give them work in various workshops and projects are interrupted.

She quotes the Gospel passage of the widow who put two pennies in the treasury of the temple

and recalls the words of Jesus to the disciples: Truly, I tell you, this poor widow has put in more

than all of them; she has put in all she had to live on (Lk 21:1-4).

In the same way, Sr. Franca continues, these women wanted to show their solidarity to the

Venetian people, to the doctors and nurses on the front lines and to Italy affected by the epidemic.

Sr. Franca was moved and with her we too. The detainees gave up the violent protests and chose

the ‘solidarity protest’ – as they called the initiative – which is more effective and can unite rather

than divide. They also wrote a letter to the prison director, requesting that their voice be sent out

of prison, asking the attention of all the detainees and asking the authorities to evaluate the

measures that allow them to communicate more frequently with families and not to be forgotten.

At this time, when we are all living under house arrest for a while, perhaps we understand what

it means to be deprived of liberty.

The sisters and the administration try to bring serenity, say a word of hope, stay close to

them, but fear exists and anguish increases... A human person is not only the crime committed,

but he is also more than that: shadow and light as we all are.
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MANGALORE: «WE HEARD THEIR CRIES»

The spread of Covid-19 has practically

paralyzed our Country, dragging people

into panic and inactivity. We found our-

selves quarantined within the four walls of our

convents, compelled to find meaning in this

situation of uncertainty, isolation and social

distancing. The pandemic is demonstrating its

harmful effect above all in the overpopulated

surroundings, where the majority of the popu-

lation is poor, living on their daily wages. The

impending national lockdown generated wide-

spread situations of starvation and unrest.

The stark poverty awakened us to play

our role as sisters of charity. All the commu-

nities of the province found their ways to be

the ‘Good Samaritans’: some sisters, collabo-

rating with the diocese, together with a smile,

gave financial support to the needy; others

have provided basic necessities to the poor

persons in the neighbourhood and to the fami-

lies they know.

The sisters of the communities of «Sneha

Sadan», «Seva Sadan» and «Spoorthi Sadan»

joined hands with the Jesuit fathers, pooling

together their savings by their Lenten sacri-

fices; the contribution of the province, of the

diocese of Gulburga and other savings of some

communities, were used to help the needy in

Bijapur: families, widows, handicapped and

elderly persons living on their own. The people

appreciated our gesture and said that «charity

is the real Christian spirit».

LOCKDOWN: A TIME TO OPEN OUT

AND LOOK IN

We the sisters of the New Delhi province are grateful to the Lord for having called us to be his

presence among the people in this emergency caused by Covid-19. We wish to share the creative

response given by various communities.

New Delhi - «provincial house and Holy Child Convent». Besides sharing our mite with dif-

ferent NGOs in service to the most needy after the example of our St Gerosa, the sisters are

grateful to God for the grace to become Christ’s caring hand through acts of charity. They have

provided food and necessary things for 35 migrants, 50 elderly women and the people of the

slum. 150 Migrant workers who were sheltered in the neighbouring school are given breakfast for

10 days as the meal from the Govt reaches them only once a day. A few poor families of our

students are helped to pay their house rents and to meet other urgent needs. The school along

with the collaboration of the teachers have promoted online activities and is helping with success

the students to use modern technology effectively and also to use their time fruitfully.

from Mangalore

from New Delhi
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Bharariwal - «Jyoti Sadan». The sisters together with capuchin priests have provided food mate-

rials to the day labourers without work and to the migrants. They have distributed 150 kits con-

taining wheat flour, pulses, oil and salt, and continue to help the needy families.

Chhohan - «Bartolomea Sadan». The lockdown has urged the sisters to intercede for the people

which is the first form of help; then, together with the assistant parish priest, the police personnel

and the volunteers are engaged in distributing food materials to 200 families of 4 villages where

they carry out their apostolic mission.

Ghaziabad - «Holy Rosary Convent». The sisters of the «Holy Rosary Convent» have become

the hands and feet of the Lord to ease the pain of all who are suffering. Following the footsteps

of St Bartolomea and St Vincenza, Sr. Mary Shiny Thottekatt has enthused the teachers to listen

to the cry of the needy and has requested them to come up with concrete actions to alleviate

hunger and insecurities of the poor. Together with the sisters they were motived and have provided

25 kits with essentials to the local people; they managed to help a poor man of the Muslim com-

munity when he had a cardiac arrest. The sisters also gave food materials to a few old people of

the place and to 225 rickshaw drivers who ferry the students to school daily and now have remained

jobless. To each of them a ration worth Rs. 500 each was donated. As for the school is con-

cerned, online lessons and communications have helped interactions among the teachers and

students with creativity and enthusiasm.

Nagpur - «Jyoti Nilaya». The sisters of this community, in addition to heartfelt prayer and small

acts of sacrifices offered for the suffering humanity, went out to meet the necessities of the

people of Goa colony and Puchmadi Mohalla, the two zones from where the children come to

the convent for coaching classes. With the help of the police personnel, they were able to

distribute the kits to 30 families, strictly abiding by the directions of Government.

Najafgarh - «Tamanna». It is a numerous community: 50 members, of whom 23 mentally disabled

persons, there are also 10 girls who have come for ‘come and see’ programme, 3 postulants, 4

sister students from the provincial house who have come to help the community. Due to the repair

work of the convent being underway all of them live in our hostel. Despite the service to the

inmates requiring a lot of time and much physical and mental energy in this situation of emer-

gency, the sisters, with the help of the NGO named «Social Vision», have found a way to help the

marginalised and provide them with the food materials necessary.

Najafgarh - «Deepthi Ashram». During this period of the lockdown, the sisters have transformed

the hostel into a home and a school. Although the hostel is situated in the middle of a field and

is far from the village around, the sisters have succeeded to buy sufficient provision for the

inmates. At present, there are 60 girls, 10 boys, all HIV affected and the staff who care for them.

Though it was a herculean task to keep these children occupied right through the day, the sisters

do it with great commitment, earnestness and creativity. Those who attend school were kept

occupied through online lessons and daily lessons at home. The Priest and the Brother have

proposed to them useful films. The greatest privilege the sisters had is the daily Eucharist because

of the presence of a residential priest. The sisters also spend extra time in adoration and prayer,

interceding for the world in particular for those affected by Covid-19.

Sasti - «Karunalaya». Sisters are directly involved in the healing ministry and they have offered

their collaboration to the groups that are rendering their service to the poor and the needy.



BANIYATAR: A SERVICE FOR THE POOR

In the present rural context of Nepal,

Mobile Clinic Service is one of the most

needed services. Hence, two of our 6 com-

munities – «Preranalaya» at Baniyatar and

«Jeevan Jyoti» at Gorbandha – have opted

for this apostolic work. Its main activities are:

conducting health clinics, organizating health

camps and school health programmes in re-

motest villages. As Nepal is an underdevel-

oped Country, it lacks proper transportation

and medical facilities, especially in the villages.

Every year many, especially women and chil-

dren, die without proper medication. Due to

poverty, most of the people depend largely

on our service.

Often the journey to the villages is rather

adventurous. We have to climb up mountains,

get down in valleys, cross rivers and walk

across forests to reach the poorest of the poor.

This year we treated about 60,000 patients.

In Baniyatar besides this service, we

conduct awareness programmes on hygiene

and communicable diseases. We also con-

ducted health camps in brick factories as the

migrated workers arrive from different parts

of Nepal and India along with their families.

They live in small temporary huts. They work

from 10 to 12 hours each day and they cannot

send their children to school. We provide free

medicine to all these poor people.

We celebrated international women’s

day on 1st and 8th of March in two villages and

it was a nice opportunity for us to give an

awareness programme on communicable dis-

eases, especially on coronavirus epidemic.

In this way, we were able to explain to

the illiterate people of the villages through

audio and video visual aids, the signs, the

symptoms, the causes and the preventions of

Covid-19.
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Sonepat - «Holy Child School». At the time of lockdown, a dozen of construction workers from

U.P. and Bihar who were working in the campus desired to go back to their home but the sisters

persuaded them to remain and have provided a T.V. in their area and allowed them to make use

of the school ground for their relaxation and sport. One of the parents has supplied food items

for them, and the sisters have distributed face masks.

The school has proposed online classes thus maintaining the rapport between the parents,

students and sisters, favouring the continuation of the academic programme.

Tansen - «Anjali Bhawan». The main concern of the sisters of the community was that of pro-

viding the essential things needed to survive during this pandemic and to manage the daily

chores in the absence of any outside help. To the people in quarantine the government supplied

food materials and so following the authorities’ advice, the sisters have made a financial con-

tribution to the Municipal Corporation and local Educational organization. The community has

also offered the school building to be used for accommodating Nepalese in case any of them

would require quarantine and if it happens, the sisters are prepared to keep them as well as to

help them. The authorities are happy about this offer. Not having other ways to promote charity,

the only possibility for them was an intense prayer for all the corona affected, for their families,

and all those involved in the service of care and protection.

The online retreat proposed by the Jesuits from 5 to 12 of April was of great help. In the school,

they are trying to start the online classes to complete the academic calendar. The sisters have

organized staff meetings through zoom technology. Besides, the community is keeping track of

the daily wage-workers to help them in this situation of emergency.
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Nepal too declared lockdown for 21 days due to Covid-19, as in India. The affected cases

are very few for the time being because the testing began late. Since many parents returned

from other Countries, the number of affected persons may increase.

It is almost one week since the lockdown started and we are already getting calls from

worried parents as they are not able to keep the children indoors the whole day. We have imme-

diately started to share through the school App, information regarding the Covid-19; what one

needs to do to protect oneself and the families in these situations, how we can adapt ourselves

to this life-style, how to contribute to control the virus spread.

Happily we had completed the academic year. For the new session, the students are pro-

vided with the study materials through the governments’ school curriculum websites, so that they

can prepare themselves. We have also sent regularly motivational videos, project works and quiz

to the students and the teachers. The parents can also communicate with the teachers through

the Messenger group of the school. The SEE exam for class X is postponed.

We hope and pray that the situation can be brought under control and that we may be able

to resume our school routine which normally begins on 15 April. Meanwhile, we sisters do our

best to spend as much time as possible before the Lord interceding for the world.

TANSEN: THE SCHOOL IN THIS EMERGENCY

SILCHAR: OUR LIFELINE

Our hearts are full of gratitude for the

unique opportunity of the online spiri-

tual exercises we had from 5 to 12

April. After receiving the information, the com-

munity of «Sacred Heart Convent» gathered

to set the timetable and the turns to lead each

day’s liturgy. The personal interior and exte-

rior silence along with the silence of the world

around us due to lockdown helped us to en-

counter Jesus, our ‘Lifeline’.

The Blessed Sacrament was exposed

and we were drawn to fill our thirsting soul with

the prayer: My heart is longing for you my God.

Each day’s theme directed our prayers and

reflections upon the life of Jesus and the sad

reality of the pandemic imposing to all social

distancing and isolation.

The more we experienced the love of

God the more we were able to know ourselves

better. Aware of the global crisis caused by

Covid-19, we felt united with the suffering

humanity and we implored earnestly God’s

mercy with confidence and great hope.

The Lord kept on repeating to us: «I need

you» inviting us to collaborate in the work of

healing and reconciling the world, promoting

a new vision of interdependency and inter-

connectedness, to love everyone and to make

better and wiser use of our gifts and talents

received.

Entering into the Holy Week, the persons

leading liturgy introduced us into prayer with

deep reflections, messages and sharing which

have enriched us and urged us to continue

our journey in solidarity with the Lord and the

world affected by the pandemic.

We felt close to us the presence of our

Mother Mary who taught us much by her fiat,

from North-East India
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HYDERABAD: A RARE EXPERIENCE OF SPIRITUAL EXERCISES

Amidst such an unprecedented crisis when the entire Globe was reeling under the spell of

coronavirus, the «Jesuit Conference South Asia» promoted eight days of online spiritual

exercises, from 5 -12 April. They were a blessing in disguise which put us in touch with

God, with ourselves, with others and with the creation, disposing us to be in solidarity with the

suffering humanity, stricken with panic, distress, sorrow and grief, by remaining attuned to the

Lord who always listens to the cries and affliction of his people.

Start by doing what is necessary, then what is possible, and suddenly you are doing the

impossible, says St Francis of Assisi. We, 800 sisters of the province of Secunderabad, have had

the privilege to participate in this unique course of exercises. The love for this practice was

instilled in us by our Foundress, saint Bartolomea, who every year used to withdraw herself at

«Cascina Mariet» in Sellere.

Seeing the disasters that Covid-19 was sowing everywhere and that life has stopped

because of the lockdown announced in many Countries, we felt within us the call to open our-

selves to a deeper spiritual awakening and to pursue a new spiritual path. Only equipped with

spiritual strength we can reach out to people living in fear, anxiety, and insecurity, particularly the

sick, the elderly and the vulnerable ones of society. Listening that death was wiping away so

many brothers and sisters, a cry for mercy arose from the depths of our being and many questions

too wandered in our minds: what can we do to help our brothers and sisters who suffer, and how

can we reach out to them? The proposal to participate in the online spiritual exercises was the

answer that God gave us. We have, therefore, welcomed the invitation to connect ourselves with

our «Lifeline» (theme of the course), the Lord Jesus, and to network together with him to offer

comfort to humanity.

Each sister assumed the responsibility to make her timetable to render fruitful this retreat

which focused on solidarity and the themes of each day were very relevant. Though we did not

have daily Eucharistic celebration in our chapels, we participated in online Eucharist, adoration,

penitential service... Our faith, our hope and our love for Jesus increased; the daily examination

of conscience helped us to understand the coronavirus of pride and selfishness that are in us and

in our communities which drive us away from God and make us unable to create true relation-

ships. At the end of the retreat, we came to appreciate the words of the psalmist: How beautiful

it is for us sisters to be spiritually united, living and journeying together with our ‘Lifeline’.

The able guidance of Fr George Pattery POSA, the Jesuits, through up-to-date modern

technology, helped people across the globe to follow the retreat. Social distancing has not been

a barrier to unite the ‘languishing’ humanity to the Lifeline to receive consolation. The deadly

her endurance and above all with her total

self-surrender to the plan of God. On Easter

Sunday we had the opportunity to participate

in the Holy Eucharist and the sacrament of

Reconciliation; it was a miracle for us.

We thank the Lord for his love and for

the gift of living these days blissfully. May he

sustain our relationship with him and grant us

the grace of an authentic service of charity to

our brethren.

from Secunderabad
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Pandemic Covid-19 will go down in History as the worst disaster ever experienced globally, but

also our faith and hope in the Risen Lord will stand out as the Beacon Light for the world. Renewed

and strengthened by this grace, we are helped to give new hope and courage to those living around

us, in a concrete way and with a magnanimous heart, collaborating with people of goodwill.

HYDERABAD: CHRIST OUR PASCH

How lonely sits the city that once was

full of people! How like a widow she

has become, she that was great

among the nations! She that was a prince

among the provinces has become vassal! (Lam

1:1). These verses from the Book of Lamenta-

tion describe very well the condition in which

the world today finds itself, including Italy

which is very dear to us because it is here

that our Institute had its origins.

Jesus said: Come to me, all you that are

weary and are carrying heavy burdens and I

will give you rest (Mt 11:28). Coronavirus of-

fered us an opportunity to stop our hectic and

overwhelming activities and a possibility to

return to God increasing in us our physical

stamina and spiritual energy.

On 19 March, about fifty-five members

of the staff gathered in our chapel decorated

with icons and symbols: a huge Crucifix, a

statue of the Sacred Heart with a caption

«Jesus saves us», our Lady, St Joseph with

Baby Jesus and various photos of corona virus

victims. With the help of two suitable Gospel

passages, we prayed for an hour remember-

ing our brothers and sisters spread all over

the world who are affected by this pandemic,

reserving special concern for Italy.

If the invisible tiny virus can scare the

whole world, the invisible Mighty God has the

power to hold us safe in His Mighty Arm. Sus-

tained by faith and strengthened by hope,

even now we cry to the Lord: Why have you

forsaken us these many days? Restore us to

yourself o Lord, that we may be restored,

renew our days as of old (Lam 5:20-21). 

MANIKANDAM: THE FACE OF CHARITY

In Mariagam, Covid-19 pandemic upended ministries and schedules, forcing cancellations of

provincial and ecclesial gatherings and requiring strict policies to protect the most vulnerable.

The thought of saint Vincenza, who bravely faced the cholera epidemic during her times,

enthused our courage. The provincial superior constituted a core group to suggest measures and

motivate the communities of the province to ramp up healthcare and social assistance to bring

relief especially to the socially ostracized: the sick, the elderly and the lonely, the homeless, the

blind, transgender persons... Women and girls, who already have to face social disparity and

economic hardships, in the present situation in which men stay at home from work, run the real

risk of domestic violence. We sisters made efforts to reach out to women and children, offering

our spiritual, affectional and material support.

To the transgender, who could not go begging publicly, our sisters offered ration bags; to

the agricultural labourers who were not able to provide food for their families, the sisters in colla-

from South-East India
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WIANG PAPAO: JOY IN COLLABORATION

One fine day a familiar person called Sr. Kha saying: «Sister Kha do you want to stitch some

masks?». «Yes, certainly, but we haven’t got the cloth needed», she answered. In two

days the parcel with the cloth and all the needed materials arrived; we sisters and a lady

earnestly started cutting and stitching the masks to send to the government hospitals, situated

in the rural and poorer areas. Some other persons donated small amount of money through the

bank. As the masks were ready we used to send them to different hospitals in packages contain-

ing 300 to 400 masks. To our surprise, the post office did not make us pay the postage. Indeed,

in this moment of crises, we perceive a good collaboration and we are glad to offer our contribution.

Besides we have prayed intensely during the Eucharistic celebrations, adorations, the

reciting of Rosary for the healing of the persons and in particular for the members of our own

religious family. May this Coronavirus pandemic bring about real brotherhood in the world.

boration with the local village council and the parish priest have distributed rice sacks, vegeta-

bles, hygiene packs; food packages were distributed to the people on the roads and at bus stands.

Four sisters from Mariagam, networking with Caritas, render their service in the Commissioners office

of Tele-Counselling to encourage those who have recovered from covid-19. Apart from the initia-

tives of each community, the province has undertaken to support 100 families of the blind who live

in the neighbouring village of Mariagam for the duration of six months and has provided disinfec-

tants and masks for the police, the medical personnel, and the people of the surrounding villages.

Coronavirus has also posed the challenge to keep alive the sense of community, despite

social distancing even among us, and to intensify fraternal relationships.

from Thailand


